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The Problem 
The increasing popularity of music streaming services has led to an industry focus on 
algorithmic playlists and viral singles. However, vinyl record sales have seen a parallel rise, 
indicating a lingering appreciation for albums and a desire to connect more personally with 
music. These interests, though only shared by a minority of passionate music fans, are not 
being adequately represented in the current streaming market.  
 

The Solution 
Turntable is a social media platform for album-based music discovery. Users share bite-sized 
album reviews with their friends and, in turn, receive recommendations from those whose 
opinion they value. The app also serves as a comprehensive music database, leveraging 
fan-generated album data (rating, genre, and mood) to aid in music discovery.  
 
It aims to foster a deeper appreciation of the album as an art form and to connect friends over a 
shared love of music.  
 

My Role 
As the capstone project for my UX Design course, this app was designed entirely by myself. I 
conducted research, generated an initial concept, devised the information architecture, 
designed the wireframes and mockups, built the interactive prototype and conducted a series of 
usability tests.  
 

Project Background 
 
From the start of this capstone project, I knew that I wanted to focus on music, a passion of 
mine for as long as I can remember. However, my first challenge was to find a new problem in a 
market saturated with solutions. After some initial ideation, I identified a point of interest—if not 
quite yet a problem—between the simultaneous rise in popularity of two seemingly opposing 
markets: digital music streaming and vinyl record sales.  
 



From a research perspective, I was interested to learn where these two markets overlapped, 
and if so, what opportunities could be found in that space. From there, I identified a couple 
topics of interest to explore further: record organization, record purchasing processes, music 
discovery, artist-fan engagement, and sharing music recommendations between friends.  
 

Research 
 
Initial research consisted of three main components: Competitive Analysis, a 20-question 
questionnaire, and a series of user interviews.  
 
Competitive Analysis: I prepared a heuristic 
analysis of three potential competitors, chosen 
primarily for their relevance to different 
segments of my problem space: Vinyl App was 
chosen as the best example of a record 
collection cataloguing tool; Discogs was chosen 
as the industry leader of peer-to-peer record 
sales; and Spotify was chosen as the most 
popular digital streaming and music discovery 
service.  
 
The analysis revealed that each product was 
generally effective at providing a solution to its 
users. I identified some areas for improvement, 
but overall, I realized that I would need to 
identify a unique problem in order to generate 
significant product differentiation.  
 
Record Collector Questionnaire: In order to gather quantitative data on record collectors 
behavior, I prepared a 20-question questionnaire which covered a wide range of topics from 
purchasing habits, to music preferences, to listening methods. The questionnaire was 
disseminated on three internet music forums, with the majority of the 118 responses coming 
from vinylcollective.com. The results provided a number of interesting insights: 

 
1. A significant percentage of respondents (65%) indicated that when they listen to records, 

they sometimes do nothing else and focus their entire attention on the music.  



 
2. Nearly all record collectors also stream music digitally.  

 
 
 

3. Collectors noted appreciation of the music (album format vs. songs/playlists, and 
increased attention to the music) as an advantage of records, while also noting 
convenience (portability, variety, and ease of access) were advantages of digital 
streaming.  



 
4. 72% of respondents reported dedicating time and effort to discovering new music, with 

37% spending at least “significant” time and effort 



 
 

5. In an open-ended question, a majority of participants (56%) noted word of mouth as 
primary source of music discovery.  

 
User Interviews: Using the questionnaire, I recruited and interviewed 7 collectors to gather 
qualitative data about their habits and motivations. Key areas of discussion focused on music 
discovery methods and digital vs. analog listening habits. Interviews were conducted over the 
phone, and lasted 20 - 40 minutes each.  

 
In general, the interviews were fun and informative. Despite considering myself a record 
collector as well, I learned much about the community and industry as a whole that I didn’t know 
before. For example, one of my earlier survey questions asked about record collection size and 
listed “more than 250 reconds” as the largest option, because I didn’t think many people would 
have more than that. However, 73% of respondents answered “more than 250” and one of my 
interviewees counted more than 25,000 music items in his collection—including vinyl records, 
CDs, and cassettes.  
 
I organized my interview findings via sticky-note affinity mapping and empathy mapping.  
 

 
 



I gained several key insights: 
 

1. Even when streaming music, most collectors prefer listening to complete albums.  
2. Many collectors are surrounded by like-minded music hobbyists that they give and 

receive music recommendations with. 
3. The most popular benefit of listening to vinyl is the increased attention to the music.  

How Might We… 
Based on the insights generated from my research, I wrote a series of HMW (How Might We) 
questions that could help frame a problem and solution for my capstone project: 
 

1. How might we help record collectors organize their collection? 
2. How might we promote local record shopping?  
3. How might we encourage more music sharing between friends? 
4. How might we promote album-based music discovery? 
5. How might we facilitate fans supporting their favorite artists? 

 
Comparing the questions above to my competitive analysis, I identified that two of them (bolded) 
were not being meaningfully addressed in the market despite significant interest from music 
fans.  

 

Opportunity Identification 
During my initial ideation processes, I explored the motivations for a record collector to 
catalogue their collection. Based on my research, I knew one of the primary factors was a desire 
for frequent music-listeners to gain insight into their own listening habits. I had the idea that in 
cataloging their listening habits, a user could also record their opinion of the music in a simple 
1-10 format.  

 
As I continued to develop this idea of an album rating system, I came to two significant 
realizations: 1) An album rating platform could appeal to all music fans, not just record 
collectors; and 2) Album ratings would be a simple and intuitive way to share music between 
friends.  
 
Based on these insights, I chose to pivot from record collecting and instead chose to design a 
social media platform for album-based music discovery: Turntable.  

 



Persona Creation 
One of my first tasks after setting on a solution was to generate user personas. I identified two 
primary personas, named Jordan Music-Lover and Andrew Tastemaker, who are defined by 
their primary motivation for using the app. Jordan’s motivation is based on album discovery; he 
enjoys listening to new music and desires an efficient system for discovering new albums and 
artists. Andrew’s motivation is based on sharing music opinions; he is surrounded by friends 
with similar music tastes who like to share and discuss their favorite albums.  
 

 
 

Information Architecture  
With my user personas in mind, I began a list of actions that they would want to take in order to 
meet their needs and goals:  

● Review a familiar album 
● See recent reviews from friends 
● See a particular friend’s favorite albums 
● Discover new albums and artists based on ones they already like 
● Learn more about an album 
● Learn more about an artist 
● Create an organization of albums the user is familiar with 

 
Based on these actions, I defined a list of high-level features that the app should include: 

● Feed of friends’ recent reviews 
● Album review process 
● Album and artist details 



● Custom album collections 
● Artist tour dates 
● Public user profiles 

 
From there, I began to formulate a sitemap and a series of user flows based on three primary 
red-routes: 

1. Review an album the user is familiar with 
2. Discover an album from a friend’s profile 
3. Search for and listen to a familiar album 

 
 
(Sitemap) 

 
(User Flow) 

 



Initial Sketches 
I created a series of sketches that defined the necessary screens of my previous red-routes. 
Using the Marvel app, I created a low-fidelity clickable prototype which served to demonstrate 
the basic page flow and identify any significant usability issues.  
 

 
 

Wireframes 
Based on my initial sketches, I created a series of wireframes using Adobe XD which focused 
on my red-routes, but also expanded functionality to all of the app’s core features. Having 
significant experience with wireframing, I created these at a high level of fidelity so that the 
eventual transition to visual design would be a smoother process.  
 
In total, 22 unique screens and interactions were wireframed, including some experimental 
features that would not make it into later iterations.  
 
 



 
 
 

Usability Testing Round 1 
With these wireframes, I created an additional clickable prototype using XDs integrated 
prototyping tools. I then recruited 4 friends and family members to test the app and assigned 
them tasks based on my red-routes: 

1. Review an album that you’re familiar with.  
2. Find and listen to a friend’s favorite album. 
3. Discover a new album to listen to based on a particular mood.  

 
This preliminary user test was largely positive and indicated that my use of familiar organization 
structures and design patterns generated quick understanding. It did identify a number of small 
issued which were fixed before moving into UI design: 

● Icon labels are necessary for navigation 
● Distinction between “Save” and “Bookmark” was not clear. 
● Discovery features were confusingly organized 

 
Users also identified a couple additional problems which, at the time, I believed were caused by 
a lack of UI fidelity rather than UX structure. However, as these problems resurfaced in my later 
user testing, I came to realize that they were caused by underlying UX issues and not UI issues.  

● Showing search filters before results populate was confusing. 
● The “Flip to Discover” feature was not intuitive and difficult to use with tag/genre filters.  

 
I then iterated on my wireframes to address the identified UX issues.  



Visual Design Exploration 
From the beginning of this project, my goal was to connect the digital experience of music 
streaming with the analog experience of listening to records. I created a style that, I believe, 
blends both vintage and modern influences. Album covers are featured prominently, interactions 
are based on real-world actions, and the “play album” screen mimics a spinning turntable.  
 
I began the visual design exploration with a moodboard of colors, typography and UI element 
inspiration.  

 
 
From there, I created a style guide of font styles and basic visual components. I chose to design 
this at a mobile width so that I could view it on a phone screen and judge element size.  
 



 
 

High-Fidelity Mockups 
Building on a strong set of wireframes, the mockup design process primarily consisted of 
applying visual styles to the existing framework. While some features were dropped between 
the wireframes and mockups, I also added several new screens and fleshed out some of the 
interactions to provide a more comprehensive prototype experience.  
 
In total, over 30 screens and interaction states were designed.  
 
 
 



 

 
 

Invision prototype 
In order to conduct usability tests, I build a clickable prototype 
using Invision. All screens were mapped, and a few 
additional interactions were designed to round out the 
experience.  
 
 
 



 

Usability testing 
 
Usability test #2: 
 
This usability test was intended to assess the user experience of the app, Turntable. Goals of 
the test were to uncover general usability issues, while also gauging the reaction to certain 
features. These features, namely the Discover pages and Album Review process, were focal 
points of the test because they had been particularly challenging to design. I hoped to get some 
clarity on these designs by observing users interacting with them from a fresh perspective.  
 
I conducted five in-person, moderated tests over the course of 3 days. Participants were all 
close friends with varying degrees of familiarity with the project. They were chosen for their 
similarity to my target audience: avid music fans that have an appreciation for albums, either 
through digital or vinyl listening. 
 
I identified 3 significant issues that would need to be fixed immediately, as well as a short list of 
minor and cosmetic issues.  
 
Issue 1: The dual “Discover” pages cause significant confusion.  

● Action Taken: Clarify the discovery actions be separating into 3 subpages. 
 
Issue 2: Primary album actions are difficult to find and interact with.  

● Action Taken: Move the “play album” button to the album cover, the most expected 
location.  

 
Issue 3: The distinction between genre tags and vibe tags are not clear to some users 

● Action Taken: Provide suggested genre and tag options for example and selection.  
 



 
 
Usability test #3: 
 
A second usability test of the Turntable app was conducted in order to access the success of 
design updates after the previous test, as well as uncover any additional usability obstacles.  
The most significant updates made between tests were to the Discover screens and the album 
review flow. Both updates were considered Major after the previous test. Smaller updates were 
also made to address difficulties in playing an album, as well as the addition of empty states on 
several pages. 
 
The test revealed that all major issues had been resolved, but these changes revealed a couple 
new, minor issues.  
 
Issue #1: Suggested tags are favored over custom tags.  

● Recommendation: redesign to focus on and optimize suggested tags. 
 
Issue #2: On the main feed, “Friends’” dropdown is being interpreted as a search function rather 
than a filter.  

● Recommendation: Clarify through redesign 
 
Issue #3: Some users struggle to understand the function of the search bar tabs. 

● Recommendation: Remove Tabs from the search function until search results are 
available.  

 



 

 

Lessons learned and next steps 
Overall, this was a fun and engaging project from start to finish. Despite my early struggles to 
identify a unique problem, I believe that the resulting product meets a real market need and is 
truly one-of-a-kind.  
 
I attribute the strength of the concept to the initial research phase. I gained invaluable insight 
from a variety of users who, though similar to me in many ways, each had a unique perspective 
to share.  
 
Similarly, the user testing process was an eye-opening lesson in how different people approach 
the same tasks. As an experienced visual designer, I felt confident going into these tests that I 
had already anticipated and resolved all major issues. However, while I may have anticipated 
many of the issues, I learned that one person’s perspective is never enough to catch them all.  
 
I plan to continue with this project and see it through design completion, if not also development. 
My next steps are to continue iterating design and usability testing until I feel confident that all 
issues are resolved. Down the road—though not likely part of the MVP—I would also like to add 
functionality for discovering local bands and nearby concerts.  


